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To the Masses:

The time has rolled around when many seniors are considering what they will do when they graduate. One of the options is graduate school, and many of these schools require the taking of graduate tests as a prerequisite for consideration for acceptance. It is to the student's advantage to take these early in the fall for several reasons. Often schools will not consider an application until these scores are received, and since it is difficult to get into grad school it is to your benefit to supply the school with all pertinent information as soon as possible. A financial aid award, such as an assistantship, could also hinge upon early receipt of these test scores by the graduate school.

Being one of these students who is seeking admittance to grad school, I went to the registrar to get the appropriate application to take the graduate test that is required. Sure enough, she gave me the bulletin I needed. Too bad it was for '75-'76 and this is '76-'77. That was just a minor flaw. Open this booklet to page one and the first thing you read is something to the effect of "do not use last year's form to register for this year's test as it will be returned immediately". This could cause you to miss taking the test in the Fall and ruin your chances for any financial aid or assistantships.

The point of this letter is that the registrar should be better informed and have all the current applications for these tests available. Fortunately, for me, one of the professors in my department was able to obtain a test application from a neighboring college in time for me to register for the test in October. Without this concern from the members of the department, my grad school aspirations could have been seriously impaired.

So beware Juniors . . . . Next year it's your turn!

She tried but she couldn't do it

To The Masses:

It is true that Homecoming Week is still six weeks away but I feel only by planning early and getting things done before the week comes up on us is a logical thing to do.

As President of Booster Club I wish to extend an invitation to any clubs, organizations and individuals who would like to help in any way in preparation or during activities for the week. Our theme this year is "It's a Small World"; we wish to focus on international groups/activities. Because we are such a diverse and "international" school ourselves, many people on campus have ideas to offer concerning their ethnocentric background. This is exactly what we are striving to get—the whole campus support during this week.

Please feel free to share your ideas, thoughts, plans to make this the best Homecoming Week Marian College has had. Contact me or any other Booster Club Officer and let us know what you think.

Thanks,
Denise Germanprez
Booster Club President

To the Women of Clare Hall:

It has been strongly suggested by Clare Hall officials that padlocks be put on the doors at the end of each of the East and West halls on all three floors, blocking the back staircases. This has been proposed for security reasons as a result of recent intruders. It is planned tentatively to lock these doors, not only during vacation breaks when no one will be in the dorm, but each and every night. We realize that good security in the dorm is necessary and this would make Mr. Meloche’s job easier, but we feel this measure would cause more hazards and inconveniences than benefits.

Many women of Clare Hall use these stairways to get to the facilities in the basement and to move between floors. In many cases it is far quicker and easier for us to do so than to use the stairways located at each end of Main. Also, a major part of our concern is the fire hazards this would cause. In case of an emergency, the entire dorm would be expected to evacuate the building using two stairs. It would be tragic, if for security reasons, someone was seriously injured as a result of these locked doors.

Already, the doors at the bottom of those stairwells to the outside are heavily secured each night against the entrance by strange men and other desirables. Security is each person’s concern, and the women of CH must realize that there are precautions that each individual should take, such as locking the doors to their rooms and becoming aware of who belongs in the dorm and when.

We look upon this as too drastic a move and as CH becomes more of a prison, what will the next step be—chain us into our cells?

Sincerely,
Some concerned Women from each Wing

To the Masses:

This Saturday, Sept. 25th, there will be a Hayride at Eagle Creek Park (56th Street). The cost is only $ .75. A bus will be leaving Clare Hall at 8:00 p.m. The transportation is free! After the hayride there will be a bonfire with singing, got dogs, chips, hot chocolate and marshmallows. If you can’t make the bus, but need directions, maps will be available at the information office.

D.S.A.

Dear Seniors:

A number of seniors have asked me if I am available to take senior pictures this year. Although I am not the “official” photographer, I would be more than willing to take the pictures of any senior who wants an environmental portrait taken on our campus. If you are interested, please come to my office and I can show you samples of the senior pictures I took last year and explain my prices, package, etc. to you.

Dr. Appleby

get ready student teachers! the attack is being planned!
To the Masses:

Career Planning Sessions are scheduled on Monday at 7 p.m. or Thursday at 12:30 p.m. Each session will be offered once at each time. They will be held in the Library in Room 12.

Monday
Oct. 11
Oct. 18
Oct. 25
Nov. 1

These sessions are open to all students and should prove to be of benefit to all. Invest in yourself now, for yourself in the future.

Meet Marian Day is coming upon Sunday, October 3. Prospective students, their parents and friends of the college are being invited to join us for the day to see what we have to offer. We would like to have as many "outsiders" visit us as possible. If you know of any prospective students who you would like to invite, please do so. More details on the program and invitations are available from Renee Grontkowski, or in the Admissions office.

CRUOX CORNER

These are the softball standings with one game (Sept. 26) remaining. On Sept. 29, the top 4 teams will compete in the playoffs. There are several situations possible - how about a 3-team tie for fourth place? There are two things certain: (1) the Little Kings and Wild Cherry are in, and (2) the Busch Leaguers and Zombies are the chosen Ones 2-3.

Sept. 29 is the deadline for football rosters. Get your teams together and turn the rosters in to Jim Stockham today.

the Kid

THE STANDINGS

LEAGUE A

Wild Cherry 4-1
War Lords 3-2
Bad Joes 2-3
Chosen Ones 2-3

LEAGUE B

Little Kings 5-0
Ger. Gen. 3-2
Zombies 1-4
Busch Leaguers 0-5

WOMEN'S SPORTS

Monday's games were cancelled due to unforeseen circumstances - namely rain. So Monday's games were played Wednesday. Miller's Highlights got off to a good start with 4 runs in each the first and fourth innings and went on to win over Maniacs 12-4. In the fourth inning the Maniacs managed to put together several hits and score 2 runs. All of the Highlights somehow crossed the plate to score.

In the other game, RAPID Turtles pulled away from TWHAP on after getting off to a slow start (that's only natural) with both teams short of the regulation number of players needed. The score was 18-7 and all of the RAPID players also scored. TWHAP battled around in the last inning and scored 6 runs.

This next Monday night's games will be the last ones of the season. Miller's Highlights and RAPID turtles play for the championship as both teams are undefeated with records of 3-0. The game will be at 6 p.m. behind the convent. Come out and watch the end of our very successful first season of intramural kickball.

Those who intend to play intramural volleyball please have rosters turned in to Linda Niesen by Oct. 1, and please name your team.

Standings
Miller's Highlights 3-0
RAPID Turtles 3-0
Maniacs 1-2
TWHAP 1-3
Dirty Dozen 0-3

CRUOX CORNER

There are several situations possible - how about a 3-team tie for fourth place? There are two things certain: (1) the Little Kings and Wild Cherry are in, and (2) the Busch Leaguers and Zombies are definitely out (you guys watch the new show "Ball Four" for some pointers.)

Sept. 29 is the deadline for football rosters. Get your teams together and turn the rosters in to Jim Stockham today.

the Kid

THE STANDINGS

LEAGUE A

Wild Cherry 4-1
War Lords 3-2
Bad Joes 2-3
Chosen Ones 2-3

LEAGUE B

Little Kings 5-0
Ger. Gen. 3-2
Zombies 1-4
Busch Leaguers 0-5

FREE PRESS

Marvin U gym shorts $3.00 ext. 527

CONCERT Fri. Oct. 1 9 p.m. MH Auditorium
J.D. Blackfoot & Band

Honor Doyle Night Sun. 8:00-10:00
Basement Clares. Refreshments supplied.
Watch Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid

Suddenly Last Summer. Theatre Production. Reine Theater. Fri. Sat. Sun. 8:00. Free with ID

Human Garbage Disposal

Carter Ford